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Chapter 39 - That bitch is really strong.

Xu Nuan was sitting in her bedroom, with the ŀȧptop on her ŀȧp, and
was watching the live broadcast of the press conference after creating
the chaos.

It was the morning that she found out about the scandal of her and
Lin Hui and saw the notification of the press conference which was to
be held in the afternoon.

She invaded all the CCTVS and phones, ŀȧptops of Hao Mei, and Qin
Ju to find about these evidences. After searching for a long time, she
finally got the stuff she was searching for.

After playing the role of villainous bitch by ruining the lives of those
cheaters, she felt a little happy. In the first place, she doesn't want to
post their makeout videos because it goes against her morals.

However, she lost her cool after seeing the way they posted the

misleading pictures of her and Lin Hui. Not only that, but they also

fired Lin Hui and was accusing him of doing dirty to other artists as
well. If they don't care about others' reputation then why would she?

She was not a fool to forgive Hao Mei and Qin Ju so easily. Moreover,
keeping her capabilities in mind, she went quite easy on them.

" Haha...Qin Ju, Hao Mei, didn't I warn you to not mess with a dead

person? That's how a dead person takes its revenge." She smiled slyly

while putting popcorn in her mouth.



She laughed when Jia Fei threw water on Hao Mei after the
conference and slapped her crazily.

" Jia Fei never disappoints when it comes to being rowdy." She smiled

seeing how her friends were trying to seek justice for her. Even
though by beating that two-faced white lotus bitch.

After Jia Fei slapped Qin Ju and Hao Mei, only then Luo Dan was able
to separate Jia Fei from them.

Xu Nuan picked up her phone and checked the internet. Her lips
curled up seeing the public reaction. Since one of the media outlets

was doing the live broadcast at the press conference, everyone saw
the happenings at the conference before any articles were released.

[ What the hell? Is Hao Mei a psycho or what? How can she do

something like this to Jiang Yue? She treated her so nicely and they

not only cheated on her but tried to take all of her wealth and ruin
her reputation even after her death. They are not humans but

monsters.]

[ I feel so bad for Jiang Yue. She always loved her fans dearly but we

let her down. How can our trust be swayed by some fake pictures? I

feel so bad, I feel like I committed a crime by doubting on Jiang Yue.]

[ I wonder who played this video on the screen. But I have to thank

that person who did this, because of this we get to see the real side of
Hao Mei and that bastard Qin Ju.]

[ Do you guys think that there must be fishy behind Jiang Yue's death?
I mean the harness broke and it was not normal for the harness to
break so easily. Generally, such things are carefully checked and even
if we think that it's an accident, then why did only Jiang Yue have a
scene with a harness? I mean everyone had to shoot on the fields

while she was made to shoot on the mountains. That's strange. Also,



soon after her death, they prepared a fake will. Why do I feel that her

accident is too much of a coincidence?]

[ I feel the same way. There is a possibility that Qin Ju and Hao Mei

might have something with her death. After all, if they can try to ruin

the reputation of a dead person, then they can do anything.]

[ I still can't believe that Hao Mei was hiding a monster behind her

innocent face. How can she do something so evil and still try to fool

everyone with her innocent looks.]

[ I fq lm eift ovfo Jaf Fua frt Lpm Dfr iudo ovu ozflv hmqnfrw. Tvuw
fzu lm rahu frt dmpevo dmz Jafre Ypu. Tvuw tuluzsu guoouz.]

[ All the beautiful memories that I had with The Queens shattered.
Now I can't see The Queens as they were before. Listening to their

music, I won't be able to forget how monstrous Hao Mei is and how

tragic and pitiful our Jiang Yue was.]

***

Hao Mei was now in her apartment where she reached after much
difficulty. Her ȧssistant was hesitant to accompany her, but since she
pays her separately, she had no choice but to follow her.

After the conference, Jia Fei tried to almost kill her but Luo Dan

prevented her from doing that.

She sighed and trembled when she remembered how everyone was
looking at her in disgust and was calling her sl*t, wh*re, and whatnot.

In her whole career, she never had any serious scandal and she

always maintained her poised dignified reputation.

Everyone calls her fairy Hao Mei because of her innocent fairy-like
visuals and her elegance. Unlike Jiang Yue, she was always careful



and graceful while facing the camera and was frequently casted as a
guest in reality shows.

However, when she thought that she could finally rule over showbiz

and can take over the position of the most beautiful and influential
woman, this happened.

Jiang Yue finally left her but why can't she just let her live in peace?
Not only the press conference got ruined but her whole career and life
were ruined.

Hao Mei placed the ice pack on her face which had swollen from Jia
Fei's continuous slaps.

' That bitch is really strong.'

" Ah, I need to deal with this Qin Ju as well. However, how can that

person find out about my secret relationship with that photographer?
Even Qin Ju was unaware of this. " She massaged her temples

thinking about who is the person behind all of this.
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